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HAPPY

SPENCER SHOWS UP FOR
SEMI-ANNUA-

VALENTINE'S DAY

CHAPEL

L

WOOSTER, OHIO,. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1947

Volume LXIII
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by Don Black
"The bigger they are, the harder
they fall." Mom Hole's Scott shattered an eight game Mt. Union winning streak, thereby dethroning the
Purple .Raiders from their pinnacle
on top of the Ohio College basketball heap.
0
defeat of the Mount
The
quintet, which had been installed as
p
favorites, enabled the high
flying Scots to vault into a sixth place
tie with Muskingum in the Ohio Con
ference.
"Open The Door, Richard" Gaver
The game featured, by all odds,
the best display of clutch basketball
seen on the Hill this year. Among the
highlights of this important win were
the stellar performance of Jim Wey
33-5-
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Dr. Milton McLean, Lincoln College President,
Guest Speaker for Big Four Week of Prayer;

standing, recognition, and new experience may be satisfied.
Each evening at 10 o'clock there
will be further discussions. Each dormChief
itory will have Dr. McLean as a guest
'
for one evening and the other nights
By DICK CATON
the discussions will be carried on in
Dr Kfiltnn D. McLean, cresident of Lincoln College, will be the smaller groups. In the freshman and
guest speaker for this year's Week of Prayer sponsored by the Big sophomore dormitories there will be
Junior and Senior girls acting as Ad
"Huntrer for Life." It arises out of the assumotion that all Dersons bv
nature must satisfy certain basic desires, if life is to have meaning. The
problem is to discover now tnese neeas, tne desire tor security, under- -
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were successful.
Bill Herman's 20
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point average per

game suffered a setback when the
Scots' defensive tactics held him to
12 points. Bill Doll was the hig!
scorer for both teams with 19 points
Earl "Swish" Shaw, who mutilated
the meshes with 18 points, was Woos
ter's scoring leader

Dr.

Books and pamphlets pertinent to
the choice of the Week of Prayer are
on display in the library.
The Committee for the Week of
Prayer consist of Florence Mason and
Anne Taylor as General
Hazelyn Melconian aa Hostess, Calvin Buchanan as Chairman of Men's
Discussion Groups, Alena Hromadka
as Chairman or women s uiscussion
Co-chairm-
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Courteiy of The Woorter Difly Record

M.S.G.A. Proposes Constitution
Change; Adds "Bill of Rights"

Sacred Concert Sunday
Features Eight Solos

By BILL CAMPBELL

The Men's Self Government Association met Wednesday morning
during chapel period in order to discuss and 'vote on proposed changes'
in the new constitution. President of the council, Fred Stead, brought
up the changes advocated and each was then voted on tor acceptance.
The first change suggested was that the president of the council and
association be elected from the council representatives, at which time
--

he would automatically resign as sec.'
tion president and the constituency
concerned would elect a new president.

This was voted down on the argument
that if a section elected a man pres
ident, they didn't want him to have to
resign.

.

Dues Proposed
change involved the
second
The
finances of the organization. This was
dues
an addition specifying that
should be 50c per person per year,
that no financial commitments could
be made by the Council in excess of
the existing treasury balance unless the
extra amount was covered by signed
pledges, payable on demand, and that

no assessments of any kind or for any

After

purpose could be levied.
some discussion of cutting out the dues
it was decided that any .organization
.

must have some finances at its disposal
and the proposal was accepted as a
whole.

The question of a quorum was then
introduced and a motion was passed
changing the number necessary for a
quorum of the association from .50
members to 25
of the membership,
while a quorum of the council was set
at eleven members.
.

t

The traditional sacred concert to
open the Week of Prayer at the College of Wooster will be presented by
the Girls' Chorus at 4 p. m., Sunday, Feb, 16 in the First Presbyterian Church in Wooster.
The feature of this concert will be
the Stabat Mater by G. B. Pergolesi.

J

"You can fool all of the people some of the time and some of
the people all of the time, but you cannot fool all of the people
all of the time.

x

Many a student has solemnly tossed a penny at Abe Lin'
coin's statue by the chapel for good luck, during exams. Many
another student has considered it good luck
to pick up that penny. But the real luck is
far more subtle. Lincoln's keen understanding
of human nature might well be of value in determining the current campus problem of hon
or during exams.

Bill of Rights
The final addition was a "bill of
rights" which puts on paper as legal
backing, the procedure for student
trial by the council which had been
in effect previously but never written.
This provides that the entire council
must be present to hear the evidence
after a 24 hour written notice has
been given the accused, and that a
vote of nine council members will be
necessary for conviction and the fixing
of penalty. The motion for acceptance
wa passed and the meeting adjourned.

beautifully wrapped, exquisitely ribboned, and superbly boxed three-cestamp. No, for some reason her sense
of humor always becomes a little
strained over things like that. But according to a recent survey taken of the
contents of my pockets something a
little different will have to be done
this time. There must be some way
. '. . Ah, I've got it!
"See here, Slave, I want you there
from seven to twelve singing constant,
ly. 'Happy Valentine' Day to You
will do if you run out of love songs.

tended fifty cent assessment.
Having this financial burden off
their shoulders, the Career Week com
mittee is delving into the problem of
obtaining efficient, experienced
speakers. The job has proven com.
plex from many angles, and suggestions are still welcome, not to say
looked for.
"In choosing speakers,"
Dave Casde, committee chairman,
"we are endeavoring to pick those men
who are actively in the field, men
who have been up agamst the hard
facts of that particular field, not
merely educators."
An imposing list of over twenty- five vocations has been tentatively
drawn up; the plans calling for at
least one speaker for every vocation
Stress is being laid on having speakers
come from out of town with the idea
of presenting entirely new viewpoints
on the listed vocations.
Career week will have a three day
showing on campus from March 24
to March 27. As the plans lie now
this should give ample time for stu
dent speaker "bull sessions" and
possibly private interviews. It is well
to remember that the success of the
project lies with the student body.
The committee will appreciate any
suggestions..

stated

I

"I say try; if we never try, we shall never succeed."

Valentine's Day Finds Lover With
Full Heart But Empty Pockets

Vic Dance Will

Honor Mose Hole.
r;

By BETSY WELSH
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Donation
Aids Career Week

that the individual student dig into
his pocket for the originally in'

Perhaps with a bit of Lincoln's stamina and sincere effort
we can obtain the good luck of an honor system at Wooster.

Penalties Asked
A fourth change asked for was that
any section found guilty, of violation
of pledging procedure would be ex-eluded from pledging for one year.
A motion made to accept this penalty
was defeated when 7th section's Al
Moir ' claimed that there would be
nothing to prevent sections from send-in- g
bids and pledges joining if they
wished. This question was referred
back to the constitutional committee to
decide on some other penalty.

Senate Action

c
uuHiuunij in gen"
ate meeting this week to the tune of
an 11:00 session.
Rog Naftzger. Bis Four President.
announced that the Big Four is planning a retreat this Saturday, Feb. 13,
for purposes of reorganization. Also,
the Big Four Drive has only reached
The College has put a foundation the half-wa-y
point remember, there
of cement and mortar under the Ca
are only a few more months in which
reer Week plan by announcing that to
get your pledge paid.
it intends to back the student initiated
function with 430 American green'
backs. With this unexpected assis
tance it will no longer be required

8D

"Honest Abe" did not live securely in an
ivory tower. He realized all too well that "con'
sciences differ in different individuals", but he
also had the vision to note that "in this age, and
in this countrv. oublic sentiment is everv
thins. With it. nothinz can fail: aeainst it. nothing can sue
ceed." Certainly his age was one of insecurity and struggle to
stay on top by . any means, but Lincoln maintained his faith
that right makes might; that duty may be done "with malice
toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right
. . . " Then too, in his own common sense way, he didn't
expect to find complete good in any system. He just checked to
be sure there was more good than evil.
I

Written in the early part of the 13th
century, it is a story of Mary's grief
on the Crucifixion, a motet for wo
men's voices with eight solo parts.
The soloists, pictured above, stand
ing are, Doris Reitz, Cynthia Cole,
Margaret Miller, Ellen Miller, violin
ists Joan Soderberg, Catherine Haun,
Rosemary Pierce and Dorothy Sho-- I
waiter. Seated are Elaine Miller, piano
accompanist, Julia Steiner and Mary
Ellen Frazier.

n

$450

"You Can Fool . . . Some of the People"

Oh, No! Today can't be Valentine's Day! Last month was her birth
day, before that was Christmas, and now this has to come along. The
time has come when I must convince her about the limitations of sixty
five a month. I'll be very firm and"therewill be nothing she can do
about it. I'll just tell her that that I, . . . of course, she always is
so pleased when I remember these little things. I wonder what she'd like?
On second thought, I wonder whet
Now, on your way."
I can afford. Maybe she would like a I tell you there's only one way you
.
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son, Creighton Moon and KennethCross as chairmen of the Married Stu
dents' Discussion Groups, Nancy Mc- Kee as Chairman of Publicity, Richard
Poethig as Chairman of Interviews,
and Russell "'Tillotson in charge of
Business and Books. Rev. Bates and
Dr. Hutchison are the advisors.
Married couples will conduct their
informal discussions immediately after
the Forum Discussions. Arrangements
have been made to take care of the
children. All
men will re-Douglass
port to
for their discussions.
The schedule of the week is boxed
fa
columns on back page.
non-sectio-
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conference! with
McLean, individually or with
some friends, may arrange for them
with Richard Poethig, or sign up for
them on the list near the Religion
Conference room. Dr. McLean will be
especially helpful to any on who
took the Religious Concepts Inventory.

who wish personal

y
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group until 7:49. At this time those who
wish may come for a period of personal devotion and meditation. Students

acting as leaders. In the Junior and
Senior dormitories there will be guests
acting as Advisors with the girls within the group acting as leaders. Local
ministers will be guests in the discussions in the men's dormitories.
Each week-damorning after breakfast there will be a period of quiet organ music in the Chapel from 7:30

r
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visors with the girls within the

Choral Soloists Sing Sunday

47-4-
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Discussion Theme

Hunger for Life"

n

Richard) Gaver, who proved he real
ly knew how to "handle" the Pur
pie Raiders.
Gaver refused to open the door
to Victory Plaza to any but his Scot
teammates, who so richly deserved the
win because of their struggle against
"Mount"-in- g
odds. With both Woos
ter and Mount deadlocked at 30 all in
the closing seconds, Slick was Mr. Pres
sure himself as he cooly dropped a
free throw and a fielder into the basket to give the Scots their winning
margin.
Earl "Swish" Shaw, Don Swegan,
and "Fingers" Wagner scorched the
strings for 18, 13, and 10 points re
spectively. Bob Baxter and Ross Smith
contributed good defensive games.
Scoring all his 13 points in the first
half, Don Swegan led the Scots to a
despite the
e
lead of
loss of Bob Baxter, defensive stal
wart, because of an injured ankle. Jim
Weygandt, who replaced Baxter,
turned in a very creditable perfor
mance at the guard position.
e
Following the
intermis
sion, Mount gamely rallied to knot
the score at 38 all. During the first
nine minutes of play in the second
half, the Raiders accounted for 14
points while holding the Scot offen
sive to six points.
Shaw sank two fielders and a sue
cessful free throw in a matter of seconds, thereby pushing Wooster into
Bell of Mt. Union
the lead,
.and "Fingers" Wagner traded char
ity tosses to make the score,
minutes yet
f
With six and
to "be played, "Swish" Shaw com
mitted his fifth personal and was re
placed by Slick Gaver.
Wagner and Dorland exchanged
free throws, but fielders by Bills' Doll
and Herman and Dorland's success'
f ul foul shot enabled Mount Union
lead. This
to seize a temporary
was the first time in the game in
which the Scots had been in arrears
of the Raider quintet.
Baxter, who had returned mid
way in the second half with his right
foot encased in layer of tape, then
' twitched the twines
with the long'
j est shot of the evening. --The four
minute breather found the Scots on
6
lead.
top of an insecure
Gaver scored the first of his two
free throws soon after play had been
in
resumed, making the score
favor of Wooster. But Mount took a
lead after Dorland and Herman
had netted
and the same
Herman had meshed a field goal.
Wagner increased the pressure by
swishing a field, goal; the score was
"
0
at this ' juncture.' Hereupon,
Slick (Open the Door, Richard) Gav
" er essayed the role of iron man- - by
scoring three points in the final 30
seconds and pulling the basketball
game from the proverbial fire.
In the final analysis, it was the
Scots' more efficient reserves and
their efficacy at the charity line which
triumph. Woos
produced the13
of 16 free throw at
ter made
to 16 of 30
. tempts in comparison
in the Marietta game. Of Mount
Union's 21 gratis heaves, only 12
half-tim-

THEME FOR WEEK

FIRAYEIR

Ilounl Union

Number 13

can get on in life, you've got to un
derstand women.

Veterans, Take Notice
All veterans who failed to sign
"Report of Compensation from Pro
ductive Labor" (Statement of Earn'
ings) must do so in Mr. Foote's of
fice in the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center before Wednesday
February 19. Failure to do so will
hold up future subsistence payments.

Douglass FcmalFcb.28
February 28th was set by the Douglass Council as the date when "Howie"
Simon's rhythmating tunesters will
furnish the music for the Douglass
Formal in Lower Babcock.
The Council elected Lou Wood,
Warren Riebe, and Ralph Booth to
plan the decoration and refresh
ments.
Formal dress will be rtquired for
the ladies but optional for the men.

The Senate voted Monday to' have
a Vic Dance on Feb. 13, which will be
held in honor of "Mose Hole appre
ciation night"; the price will be 30c
a couple. Howie Simon will play on
Feb. 22, after the basketball game. It
was voted that after Feb. 21, any unclaimed articles at the Library lost- d
will be donated to some
worthy cause. So, any of you who
don't know where your lost article
I
I
.
r we
t
t . tlast. two
uas
oeen ior
montns,
nave
a last chance to claim it.
A new Senate policy was adopted to
the effect that any student who is not
registered at the college may not turn
in a script for any student production.
and-foun-

Joan Bowman and Norm Wright
at the meeting, and Dick
Poethig gave his plan for a Control
Committee which would coordinate the
were present

functioning of all student publications.

A great deal of discussion, pro and
con, ensued, but no vote will be taken
on the matter until next week. The
major points of his plan were as follows: control of finances, jurisdiction
over the introduction of new publica
tions, a sinking fund to cover purchase
of new equipment and the appoint
ment of naar asl t'fnr PMi.mtu- plan is only in a transitional stage and
nothing definite has been decided.
Added to the list of Gum Shoe Hon
judges should be Bruce Strait whose
name was omitted from the list of
judges published a few weeks ago.

Scripts Due Saturday
Unless you write rather speedily, its
too late to besin thos Colo
scripts. They're due to be in the hands
of the Student Senate, tomorrow, and
so far there hat been no extension of
the time limit. There have been no
scripts turned in as we go to press,
but Color Day chairman Art South- wick expresses hope of having dialogue
piled up around his ears by midnight
tomorrow. So polish off that script and
prepare to pocket the $2) prize.

n
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Two

India Bound Boihgaic Depicts
Trip; Witnesses Burial at Sea

A Lack of Spirit?
Art PalmerSenate Prexy

Guest Editorial

The war has upset the traditions, standards, attitudes, and spirit
of many xolleges. The Urge influx of new students, and increases in
enrollments, have forced many revisions. In other words, colleges today
find themselves in a pioneering stage, wording for a sound readjustment
of their student body. The basic college spirit and atmosphere found
on most campuses has been disrupted, and is in the process of being
remolded. Will old ideas be revived and carried forward? Or will new

(Mr. Bathgate is our "Wooster'in'India" delegate, having been newly
chosen for that post last fall, at which time Mr. Bathgate spoke to various FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 '
Lower Galpin
1:30- - 4:30 Summer School I rial Registration
student groups on campus.
Gym
Steubenville
Freshmen
Basketball
vs.
7:30
Somewhere in the Pacific
'j
Bowman
Bowman Valentine Party
January 8, 1947
Lower Babcock
College Circle Winter Party
8:00
Lower Douglass
Formal Party .
9:00- - 1:00
We sailed out of San Francisco, at long last, on Dec. 23; the band
Galpin
Party
9:00- - 1:00 Trump-Spurather prophetically playing "He
Presbyterian Church
- 8:30 Girls' Chorus Rehearsal
First
7:00Shall Feed His Flock" and "Stormy r
--

.

r.

8:00-12:0- 0

Dart-Domin-

Thus one arrives at an answer to Dr. Lowry's question on the
Honor System. "Does the student body want to establish an Honor
System in academic activities?" The student body does not seem to be
ready for an Honor System. In its state of reformation it lacs the vital
qualities of cooperation, sincerity and brotherhood. When the day comes
that the student body of this campus can call itself one and now
within itself that it is one, then it can tackje the Honor System.

Fumbling The Ball
Manv of us are broneto ignore the ever widening effects of Amer
ican domestic - policy on world affairs. Because we , are , the world's
strongest nation, the acts of our legislature and the antics of the general
public are under the constant scrutiny of every other government and
people. Yet we often settle issues with no evident thought of resulting
effects abroad.
Our recent elections brought repercussions in the French press
that dramatize the divergence of our respective ways since VE day.
We are no longer the saviors of freedom but some unknown entity
instead. Russian babers blav ub lynchines and race riots in the land
where all men supposedly have equal opportunity. Chinese students
are violently protesting against the muddle which our state department
made in China s aflairs. by Jailing behind m Jood shipments, we con'
tributed to the starvation that still exists tn turope and the Unent.t
How we are at it again in the U.H. Our statesmen evidently in
tend to sidetrack Russia's disarmament proposals in favor of the Ameri
can atomic control plan. Our leaders tell us that the prevention of wars
through international control and an $11,000,000,000 military appropriation are simultaneously necessary, that world peace and a 10,000,000
man army are bedfellows, that a $1,000,000,000 atom bomb research
project and a $10,000,000 cancer research fund are the fruits of victory,
The actions of the American people in conscription, disarmament
and huge defense appropriations are the barometer by which Europe's
press will judge the sincerity of Americas verbal desires jor peace. We
are not playing with abstract theories, these are vital realities that may
determine world history. If we continue to sit complacently in our little
ivory towers while reformed isolationists and nine assorted military
men dabble with "get tough" attitudes in a jittery world, we may soon
find ourselves digging out from beneath the rubble that our own folly
created.
Last Monday night. Dr. Dumas Malone made this timely com
ment: "Two wars and a depression between about as bitter a sandwich
as any generation ever had to eat." Are we going to mae it a triple

l SATURDAY,

kept them faithfully unopened until
the right day.
Christmas over, we were beset up
on by a storm (the one which later
hit Hawaii and did considerable damage). It was no joke, for we lost a
lifeboat (fortunately not the one I
am assigned to), and several passengers were rather seriously injured.
Eating meals was a perfect riot of fly
ing chairs and crashing dishes. Finally they tied all the chairs together in
one spot and we stood at a variety of
different angles and postures trying
to manuever - forkfuls of peas from
plate to mouth. Between meals, I retired to my bunk and held on frantically to the sides of it while the
ship rolled from one side to another. This went on until Monday, and
then we moved into fairly quiet waters. The Pacific (I'd like to get the
guy who named it that) is incredibly
vast. Until today, we had been sailing for fourteen days at good speed
without seeing anything more than a
few gulls and a couple of miserable
volcanic islands which we passed late
one night. (One was Iwo Jima, so
they say) .

A World of Prayer

There was an odd assortment of
people aboard. Just about what you
would expect on this kind of a voyage. There are a large number of
Protestant missionaries many going
back after several years of forced
leave in the States, "to fields devastated by war. It is amazing the calm way
some remark that everything they
owned has been destroyed and that
they are having to rebuild their stations practically from the ground. In
many cases, this means duplicating
twenty or thirty years of work at
least so far as equipment is concerned. We also have a number of
Catholic nuns and priests aboard
bound for mission stations in the
Orient. Many of the nuns are from
French Canada some quite charming. Wish I parlayed Francais
better..

beau-cou- p

Once again Wooster will hold its annual 'Week of Prayer. This
will exemplify our effort to obtain a liberal education with a Christian
background. "Science and Religion from one source." What use is
education without pur pose?. This concern for faith should direct our
lives toward that which is beyond the mere pursuit of nowledgc7 For
one of the basic necessities of life is a thorough investigation of the
inner'self that controls the outside world and formulates the world
picture we see as we pass through the Union, loiter in the Shac, or
sit in a classroom. Prayer, certainly thin, is essential to reform or to
progress. If we are to ameliorate the inequalities that exist, let us turn
Tou hypocrite,
first to ourselves. Christ commanded his followers:
first tae the log out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to taJe the spec out of your brother s eye. (7ew Version)

When" we are praying, there is more than the searching of our
minds. We are seeking answers to our prayers. We are nocing at the
door. Sometimes we condemn prayer as childAie and useless. It is,
childAikje in its surrendering of the self to a greater force than ourselves.
But it is mature in that prayer taes intestinal fortitude. To surrender,
to acknowledge your helplessness requires a strong mind
a mind
that has lost itself in complete self'forgetfulness. To thin of some
thing more than ourselves is the greatest tas in the world.

...

There are many who would scoff at the union of Christ and man
prayer.
With little thought they have adopted this popular view
in
point. The union, however, may not be one of physical identity bjtt
there is a greater unity than that.. In prayer, we are united with Christ
in self'forgetfulness or love. This common principle is greater than any
physical identity and transcends all circumstances. It is not a force
- that is applicable to one aspect of life's polemic nature; it is alVin'
1

Prayer is thus no easy formula for
It may be the
solution for some neurotics, but its essential tas is the stimulation of the
rationalistic mind to the highest degree of mental capacity
com'
plete loss of the self. It does not stop here either. It develobs a sincere
interest in the welfare of others, necessitated by the divine union
involved.
Because of the importance of prayer in life- we want to betition
every Wooster student to tae a vital interest in the coming Wee of
rrayer program, ur. m. V. MacLean, our guest speaker, is primarily
interested in student participation through discussion groups. If you
have any pertinent questions, here is your chance to discuss them with
a challenging speaker. J.H.
psycho-analysi-

s.

...

-

ial policy of The Voice holds to political neutral
The editorial
ity. Editorials otf a political nature will be signed and the view
will be considered as those of the writer.

8:30-12:0- 0

7:30

9:00-12:0- 0
9:00-12:0- 0

o

We witnessed a strange thing I
never, expected to see a burial at
sea. An old Indian, who was on his
way home after forty years in Amer
ica, died a few days after we left
port. The body was wrapped in canvas and brought on deck covered with
an American flag. The captain and
officers and some of his friends escorted the body to the rail where
a Sikh prayer was read. The Indians
who apparently were tne old man s

Letters to the Editor
To the editor:
We would like to register a com
plaint and express an opinion about
the Nazi flag which flew in front of
Douglass for several days. We do not
intend to set ourselves up as judges
of every small campus antic, but this
presumably intended "joke" rings a
note of some bitter significance .'
Firstly, "ihere are several people on
this campus whose most horrible ex
perienees are connected with this sym

FEBRUARY 13
A.M. bummer School Trial Registration
Basketball John Carroll vs Varsity
Bin Four Retreat
Fourth Section Informal
Fifth Section Valentine Party
Senate Dance
Open House, Livingstone

(jalpin

Lower

Gym

Lower Babcock
Lower Galpin
Lower Douglass

.

Livingstone

.

man

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Union Music Room
rorum,
9:15
apeaKer: Kev. nova uressie
Sacred Concert of Girls' ChorusL First Presbyterian Church
4:00
Scott Auditorium
6:30- - 8:00 S. E. F.
Lower Babcock
.
7:00- - 8:30 Imp Party
t-resh-

.

1

was a fine Christmas dinner, a tree
in the lounge, and for me some lovely Christmas presents to open I had

decer?"EfF.

elusive. '

,

d

Weather." Perhaps "His Fish" would
characteristics develop? The answers to these questions depend on the
have been slightly more accurate, for
actions of present and future students.
He did with my meals which scarce
Behind the molding 0 the characteristics of a student body there ly stayed down long enough to get
with my intestines. Life
exists a campus spirit. It may be abstract, but it is strong and forceful acquainted
bounding
the
main would be all
on
A college campus must be possessed, with the sincere interest and concern right,
bound quite so
didn't
it
if
of every one of its students. It must have the solid foundation of an much! However, the third day out
active student spirit. As yourself the question: "Does Wooster have life took on a somewhat more bearWoos' able attitude and we all . began to
these qualities now?" Any proof of such has been slight. Pre-wa- r
and
need
lie
dormant
to be dream of a white Christmas. There
ter new these qualities well. Today they

awakened.

,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Beginning of week of Prayer
9:45 A. M. Senior Class Meeting .
French Club
7:00

Scott Auditorium
Lower Babcock

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
Congressional Club
7:00
7:00- - 8:30 Girls' Chorus
7:00- - 8:30 Men's Glee Club

Kauke
Chapel
Lower Kauke

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
College Circle Tea
4:00
7:15- - 9:15
Symphony
Swimming Meet: Wittenberg here

JOHN BATHGATE

Lower Galpin
Lower Kauke
Gym
'.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20
7:00- - 8:30 GirlsChorus
7:00- -

8:30

..... Chapel

'.

Men's Glee Club
Gum Shoe Hop Stage Crew

-

Lower Kauke

...

... Scott Auditorium
7:00
friends raised their hands with a
hout, and the body was dropped in FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Gym
Basketball Creston vs. Freshmen
7:30
to the water. In a moment, life had
Lower Galpin
Dance
Seventh
Section
Informal
resumed aboard ship as though nothSophomore Class Outdoor Party
ing had happened.
.' Lower Douglass
Peanut Dance
Lower Babcock
Hoover Formal
Four days after we leave Hong
Kong, we arrive in Singapore; then SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Chapel
Girls' Chorus .
9:30
in four days, Madras, and four days
Basketball Ohio Northern vs Varsity
Gym
7:30
later, Bombay. We are due in Bom
Scot Cottage Party .
Scot Cottage
bay about the time the Indian InLower Babcock
.
Senate Dance
dependence Day. There may be some
trouble. We are all anxious to know
hat is going on.
Sincerely,
By JOE H. BINDLEY
John Bathgate
8:00-11:0- 0

8:00-12:0- 0

8:00-12:0- 0

8:00-12:3- 0

.

8:00-12:0- 0

8:30-11:3- 0

Signifying Nothing

Veteran's Office
Announces Recent
G J. Bill Changes
Veterans attending educational in
stitutions under the G. I. Bill must
obtain approval from VA before
changing schools. Veterans who
change institutions without prior approval will not be paid benefits until
VA approval is obtained. A veteran
should contact his VA office before
eaving the institution in which he i
enrolled to make certain that he will
be entitled to continued allowances if
he enters a new institution. The pro
posed change must be considered by
the VA Guidance and Advisement
Section to determine whether it is for
"a good and sufficient reason" and
f it gives promise of accomplishing
the purpose of the educational pro
gram. If a veteran changes his place
of education without VA approval,
the VA office is unable to issue a
supplemental certificate of eligibil
ity or establishment.

In the last few years, a new word has been added to the vocabulary
of almost every American. This word is none other than "ism". Ism is
very important word because when it is added to a word which every
one understands, the resulting new word is one which no one can uri'
derstand and which everyone delights in using. One might say that
ism has been designed by the revolutionists for the express purpose of
doing more confusion to the world,

which time you shout, "I told you
ana it has been definitely proved so."
hrough extensive research that the
Although many people have con
first
word is a
cousin of the word fused Republicanism (which means
'

ist".

Last week was "Arts and Culture
Week" for the Freshmen men on the
campus and so there is no doubt but
that considerable research was accomplished on the problem of ism.
A few of the outstanding results are
isted below.

First of all, we must consider Cap- talism. Capitalism is a system by
which everyone has an opportunity
to make
2,000.00 a day but it is
impossible to do it. This system is
not to be confused with Henry Fordism which has as its motivating force
the Tin Lizzie.
Socialism is a system which has'
been advanced by a certain tew retired rich men in order to make other
rich men lose what they have. No
Veterans may now enroll in flight person
can qualify as a good and
training courses designed to qualify true exponent of this
system if he
them" f oranAirline Transport Pilot works for
a living.
rating which a pilot is required to
Communism is a really compll
possess in order to engage in certain
cated ism.' It consists in taking ev
phases of commercial aviation. Here
erything away from everybody and
tofore, eligible veterans could enroll
then giving it to everyone so that no
for flight training under the G. I, Bill
one has anything. Pure Communism
at any approved flying school and
has so far only been found in the
qualify for a Civil Aeronautics Ad
hen house.
ministration certificate or rating. This
Bolshevism is the easiest of all the
program now has been liberalized to
provide the advanced instrument and isms. All that is necessary under this
radio knowledge and training re system is a clenched fist and the pass
quired for the CAA Airline Transport word "Comrad."
New Dealism is one of the newer
Pilot Rating examination. Under the
of ism which refers to a situa
types
G. I. Bill, eligible veterans may pur
when
you hold a hand in bridge
sue a definite schedule of flight train- tion
VA which has no face cards in it.
ing, either
or
will pay for books and supplies,
Drew Pearsonism, as recently used
ground instruction and flight instruc in chapel consists of pretending to
tion within certain limitations. VA know everything about anything yet
points out that veterans cannot re not telling it until it happens at
ceive educational benefits and flight
training under the G. I. Bill at the
same time.
full-tim- e

part-tim-

a

e.

bol of hate and tyranny. It is an in
suit to the intelligence of everyone; it
reveals the. adolescent naivete which a
few students on this campus seem to
flaunt. We think that the use of this
flag, which represents the tragedy of
All Juniors and first semester sen
world history for the last fifteen years,
as a practical joke is utterly contemp iors not enrolled in the independent
tible. We think that mature colleg studies program are invited to con
sider working for Departmental Hon
students are capable of better taste.
ors. A statement of the qualifications
Aside from the thoughtlessness o for such study and the procedure to
this undignified stunt the matter re be followed is posted on the Kauke
veals a. very unimaginative plagiarism bulletin board.
of the recent event at Oberlin.
Applications for- - admission to can
Sincerely,
didacy must be turned in to the Chair
Demetrio Boersner man of the Committee, Miss Eva May
Newnan, at the. Greek of (ice (Kauke
JacJdWilson
128) on or before February 25.
Jordan Miller

luniors. Seniors
Try For Honors

merely get the G.O.P. in the White
House) with Reactionism, there is no
comparison. All that Keactionism
stands for is a return to a good five
cent glass of beer. This group is increasing throughout the country and
there are two separate factions; those
who drink beer and those who attend Wooster.
Two other isms have already be
come archaic. These are Facism and
Nazism and if you don't believe us,
then just ask Hitler and Mussolini.
Probably the worst is Columbian- ism which is practically synonymous
with Bilboism and rests on the doc
trine that you hate anyone and anything which you don't like.
Although the average student may
have difficulty finding his proper
classification from the above dis
cussion, it is evident that all students
are . advocates of advanced Wooster-iswhich stands in the way of life.

m

Miller, Melconian Win
Contests;
Alternates Also Chosen
All-Colle-

ge

Two more representatives to the
state speech tournament at Ohio University on Feb. 21, have been chosen
by preliminary
contests held
Feb.
They
and
8
10.
are Pat Miller
on
who received first place in the Women's Interpretive Reading contest, and
Hazelyn Melconian who won the
Women's extempore contest.
Second place in interpretive' reading was awarded to Martha Pratt while
Nancy Fisher was chosen to be Miss
Melconian's alternate.
all-colle-

ge
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John Carroll
Here Saturday

SEPCDKIT

a

ra (J

The

Wooster Scott en
tertain the John Carroll Blue Streaks
tomorrow evening. Mose Hole's quin
tet will place a seven game winning
By LARRY "Flip" PIPER
streak on the line. The Scots' longest
previous winning skein was the total
ot
tour triumphs, extending trom
Aooroximatelv one month aeo this
14 to January 17
December
rotund one suggested that a Coach
I
Although John Carroll occupies
Hole appreciation night be set aside
to honor the man who has annually I fourteenth place in the Buckeye Con
given the College of Wooster one of ference, whereas Wooster and Mus
the best and scrappiest basketball I kingum are tied for sixth place, two
I of the Blue Streaks' three Conference
teams in the state of Ohio.
Coach Hole appreciation night is loMe havc been to &e 8tron Akron
recognition of the 250 victories nve- - The JC0res wcre 54'41 and 61
Coach Hole's casaba sauads will have 45. Akron is the only common oppo
Wooster and John Uirroll.
won during the 20V2 year Mote has ne
Notwithstanding the fact that John
been the Scot basketball mentor. Al-- 1
though Wooster has won only 248 Carroll has only won six of 13 games
basketball game
9
games as this issue of the Voice goes and has lost a
there is
Cleveland,
Scott
the
at
to press, there is conclusive evidence to
I
believe
that the Blue
pointing to the fact that the Scots good reason to
will easily surpass the 250 mark be-- 1 Streaks will offer a more potent at
fore the evening of the Ohio
I
Since the Wooster John Carroll
leyan game.
Of the five basketball games sched- - Uame- - none of Carroll's opposition
uled for Wooster before the Ohio ftas Deen aDle evcn to aPProacn ine
Wlvfln Mme. onlv two are thought Wooster 74 point total. Duquesne,
powerhouses, had
to be of the "tough to win" variety, one of the nation's
difficulty
'
defeating
the Cleveland
Thus, the Scots should enter the Wes
quintet,
leyan game, having already presented
Wooster's high scorers in the 74
Coach Hole with at least his 251st
- massacre - of John - Carroll were
'
49
basketball victory.
Wagner, who poured 29
"Fingers"
Plana have been formulated and
thru
the hoop the highest in
approved by the Student Senate Poin
whereby a collection will be taken at dividual total recorded this season
Tkri Carroll nd Ohio Northern by a Sct cager! and Earl Shaw. who
fliPpcd 27 P0
int0 the basket
Karnes in order that the students' ap- Svill
be playing against forShaw
preciation of Mose Hole's services
may be expressed in something more J ward John Gallagher, a former Cuya.
hoga Falls teammate. Gallagher, who
tangible than words.
I brushes the clouds
,
at 6'4", is second
Streaks, having
a
m:u. P'K" scofer for
tug
vuauiu iuic npymiauvu
made 145 points for an 11 point
President Lowry has already ap average in the first 13 games. Gal
proved the suggestion that the last lagher's 21 points were high for Carhome game of the basketball season foI1 m Ae Wooster-JohCarroll car-b- e
designated as Coach Hole appre- ciation nieht. Ohio Wesleyan will
Teaming with Gallagher on the
furnish the opposition on the eve forward line is Bill Butler, who weighs
ning of March 1.
' The Student Senate is sponsoring
a benefit dance for Mose Hoe fol
lowing the John Carroll game.
The Coach Hole appreciation night
16-15
is to be strictly a student affair, spon- on-rushi-

ng

SCCDCPE

74-4-

Wes-ltac- k.

lit

t.l

Ed Holden

Scots
Vcgncr Stars os IM-EIo- l
Ilassacre Elariclla and Eliram
Paced by the deadly shooting of,:
TT"Fingers" Wagner, Don Swegan, and

DICK SMITH
Ed (the Chest) Holden, the Scots'
-7ace, has been the power be-swimming
j
.
Mumon
Coach
4o47 ,wun
J hmd
.
Wagner
and
va
Kas
nUced
more times
team.
Earl Shaw, the Scots massacred Mariet- - rx
.
I 11 i
:
tr:
e K
and thereby acquired more points than
Wagner blistered the bucket
.
ta,
.
.
.
througn me noop tnu nau, any man on th.
with 17 points, and both Shaw
swished 13. The Holemen
,
, , . ,
Don
land
-Swegan meshed
L
I
,
14.
Holden won a first place in the 150
. . . . . ,
,
Bob Baxter played a fine floor game
7"d back stroke in the first meet of
Arouoilout A.
the swimming season against Bowling
in addition to netting 9 points. Other
ho W
Green, and in the Ohio Wesleyan meet
Scots who figured in the scoring col- Wferw,th 20 omtt w" roosters high
A- - 50 yarf
40Q
firti
Weygandt,
Rom
Smith,
umh were
Jim
"
V
style
'
tree
yard
events.
.
Pat MiUiaan. Gerrv White, and Joe
7
.
Lane. ,
Ed again took two first places in the
Jlm Weygandt, Ross bmith, Pat Kenyon meet in the 150 yard back
basket- Marietta played a heads-uball game for the first two minutes I Muiigan, iviinney DusacK, ouck uaver, stroke and the 400 yard free style
but soon lapsed into a scoring im. and Gene and Gerald White were the event. In each of the Kent State nata

7

rs"

i-inge-

68-4-

rr
Pt

1.

By

IT

"

.

...

p

Coach Carl Munson's mermen cap
a fighting Kent swimming squad,
by winning six of the nine
events. The meet was held in the
Scot pool a week ago Thursday af

sized
43-3-

2,

ternoon.
Ed Holden was Wooster's high
point man, stroking his way to firsts
in the 50 yard and 400 yard free
style, and placing second in the 150
yard back stroke. Holden's winning
times were 26.7 seconds and 5 min.
21.8 seconds.

Lyman Hartley, Dick Swanson,
and Will Hewitt took first places in
potency from which it never recovered. " Wooster cagers who scored. Wey- torial contests he finished first in the the 100 yard free style, 150 yard
gan
replaced Bob Baxter at guard 50 yard free style and in the 400 yard
.1
wc u
cu
t.
back stroke, and 200 yard breast
back rtroke
initial stages of the game "than the
"t "
stroke respectively. Their winning
d
inside of a
bathtub" (pag- Hotden began his swimming career times were 60 seconds; 2 min., 43.4
.
tamed in the Mount Union game.
,
...
ir
mg Wild Bill Kieffer), as he scored
in his home town of Wooster, Ohio, seconds; and 2 min., 43.4 seconds.
acots
ot
the
tabulation
coring
lhe
IW;mmin w;tt, tL.
11 of the Scots' first 13 Dointt. Shaw
r.n.r!. The 300 yard medley was won by
dropped 12 of his 14 points through M" 14 games the Hiram game is U
j(ooI
dayj
prep
Westem Scot swimmers Swanson, Hartley,
a(
I
!.
.
TTavI
.
. .
can - "'KuttaK
awisn I Reserve Academy
reveal! that
included ..........
the hoop in the first half.
Ed was again on the
and Hull. Duke Hull also finished
Shaw's 204 points still lead the scoring mermen squad
Ralph "Fingers" Wagner and Don
second in the 200 yard breast stroke.
parade. Shaw is followed closely by
Swegan carried the brunt of the of
Ed entered Wooster in the fall of
Ev Ballard took thirds in the 50
"Fingers" Wagner and Don Swegan,
fensive in the second half, singing nine
1942. As a freshman he was awarded a yard
and 100 yard free styles. Chuck
who have scorched the strings with
and eight points respectively.
letter for his outstanding performances Southwick
was third in the 400 yard
200 and 194 points respectively. Earl
swimming free
3
Mar ha a 14 A noint average oer came. on Coach Munson's
The
score was
style, and Bill Monroe placed

-

-

,

....

fur-line-

t

I

1

half-tim- e

36-1-

vtr.

-

'42-'4-

Ij

3.

--

team,
ietta employed football tactics in the
third in fancy diving.
Don each have a
Tingers..
At the conclusion of his collegiate
iourtn quarter in a . vain anempi to '
l
o"
erase tne nuge margin tne acot speea
tyro training Holden was sent to Ober-li- n
2
under the Navy
sters had established. But the final 68'
program.
41 score still enabled the bcots to
While there Ed was a member of the
Wooster-Defeais
trounce the Pioneers' by four ' touch
Oberlin tankmen, who were undefeated
down) that is.
in state competition that year,
52-23
Coach Mose Hole's charges humbled
The lad with the chest served as a
The Wooster Frosh, coached by Art
Tuesday. The game
Hiram,
swimming instructor at both (jreat
Murray,
lost to Fifth's Flying Five,
The Scot natators,. coached by Carl Lakes anj Bainbridge, Md. He was
marked the Scots' sixth consecutive
U.-.I . j.r
J .L - m
win without a loss and was the tenth Munson, overwhelmed the Witten-- I soon transferred in the same capacity
School
basketball team,
during
at Springfield to Alemeda, Calif., where he remained
Wooster victory of the year as against berg Lutherans,
the
week.
past
'
Saturday. Wooster won all the rac- for almost a year.
four losses.
e
The
score of Friday's
The Scots scored 41 of their 71 ing evcnts but lost the fancy diving
While stationed in Alemeda, Ed met Frosh-Fifth
game was
4
in favor
contest.
and wooed Harriet, his blushing bride
of Fifth. Bill Quale, Vern Treadwell,
Will Hewitt paced the Scot tankers
They were married in February
an anemic 210 pounds besides sky by taking firsts in the 220 yard free
and Pinkie Hunter were Fifth's scoring
of
1946 and are now "living happily
scraping to 6'4". Butler is John Car
leaders with 10, 8, and 6 points restyle and 200 yard breast stroke. The
ever after" in a government unit,
roll's leading scorer with 153 points
spectively.
winning times were 2 min., 49.9 sec
Inasmuch as an addition to the
and a 12 point average per game.
onds and 2 min., 50.3 seconds.
Herb Himes paced the Frosh attack
Holden family circle is expected in the
Larry Howland was recently
with
eight points. Jack Milligan and
yard
free near futurei Ed will not lack inspira
Ed Holden won the 50
switched to center where he employs
"Gabby"
Dickson scored six points
style in the time of 26.4 seconds tion or incentive for the accomplish
his 6'3" to good advantage. Larry
each.
wt.ifl
olAii and took seconds in the 150 yard back ment 0f great featJ in the realm of
lit
and Bill Kowland, uarroiis
stroke and 440 yard free style.
The Frosh performed much more
sports and scholastics.
guard, form a capable brother com
Chuck Southwick's winning time in
Ed's never - say die temperament, efficiently Tuesday in walloping the
bination
style
6
was
tain.,
Herbie
free
yard
440
the
which ne constantly exhibits during Wooster High School,
George Coleman, whose 5' 11" is
Benson,
Johnny
Allen,
and
"Gabby"
also
placed
seconds.
He
willingness
third
32.7
swimmlnsw meets, and his
to
w
the smallestv vii
on the
iwc starting
eiaivuia. five
iit i
I f,
I
.1
"it
Dickson were high men for the Frosh
siyiem
Iree
ine
ot
the
the
times
improvement
help
in
7"
rounds out the quintet. Coleman and
with
13, 12, and 10 points respectively.
Lyman Hartley and Dick Swan- - and techniques of Scot teammates, tab
'.
Second Section edged Seventh, 16 Gallagher are lettermen.
Gus Syrios' seven points were" tops
on finished first in the 100 yard Holden as a definite asset to any swim
1 5,
Tt,- anA R1,.a Sfrpalc,
intramural
.
in a highly' important
i
t
i
'
i
for
Wooster High School.
basketball game between two of the ti age almost 6'2" per man. with the rree 8tvie ana "u 7" .MCK 5troKe; mm8 UBU'
tans ot tlie Kcnaraen "a8ue- Streaks enjoying a slight height ad They were clocked in the times of
59.8 seconds and 2 min., 5.1 seconds.
Seventh's loss was its second in the vantage.
Swanson, Hull and Hartley com
Carroll basket- The Wooster-Joh- n
intramural loop and knocked it from
'27-'2bined
to win the 300 yard medley as
searivalry
began
8
the
in
contention for the championship of ball
:
.
..
XM
J Ml.
m
i icwm,
son when the scots cteteatea tne aia ivianaeviue,
the Kenarden League.
relay.
yard
Hartley
the
400
in
Since that date, Mose
By winning, Second assured itself Streaks,
S
n
Carplayed
have
Hole's
cagers
mermen have swimming
Wooster's
John
of at least a tie for the senior league
ARGUS CAMERAS
roll 11 times, and the Scots were meets scheduled with Fenn this af
basketball crown
I
mm
ma
games,
one
on
ot the 11
defeated in only
ternoon and with Muskingum
30.00 to 70.00
score reflects the bitterly
The
hostile
be
held
in
Monday,
both
to
travels
Wednesday
Wooster
to
come$ted conflict, which was waged by
pools. The next home swimming meet
both teams throughout the game. Sec Kent State in an effort to avenge the
will
be held Wednesday afternoon
Golderi
defeat which the
lead early
ond jumped to a quick
furnishing the oppo
Wittenberg
with
Scots in the
in the first half, but Seventh narrowed Flashes inflicted on the
sition
larrers' first home came,
before
the margin to
lead at one point
Second held a
during the second half. Jack Reitz
jong 5et shot and Dick Hollingsworth s
bunny were the important shots in
this scoring spree.
Aided by Walt Locker's and Stu
Cooper's buckets, the Triple K lads
THURS.-FRI.-SAraj'ied gameiy t0 rc(jUCe the score to
59-5-

--

4.

Frosh Split
Two Games

V-1-

Wittenberg

71-4-

9

4,

1

SO--

-

--

-

u.i.

51-3- 3,

52-2- 3,

.

half-tim-

17-1-

to-b- e.

-

--

n

'

"

a

bi

Second Edges
Seventh,

r,-- a.-l

k-

-

lnarv. nJ

t

"u

I

nna tuill tuna vntir arm rtr heat VOU I
over the head with a Phi Beta Kap- na kev to make vou contribute.
Mose ioined the Scot physical
education department in 1919. He
was assistant basketball coach to
Coach Boles before becoming the head
coach of the casaba sport for the '26- '27 season.
Coach Hole has amassed the
record of 248 wins and only 110
losses since taking the Wooster hard
court brigade under his wing. This
is an average' of better than 12 vic
tories a year, accomplished in spite
of the dismal records compiled by the
and
war teams of
Wooster 7th In Ohio State
edition of
Coach Hole's- listed
is
as seventh
the Wooster Scots
in the state of Ohio with a .692 pet,
of nine wins and ' four losses. The
Scot quintet, by virtue or deteating
Mount Union,
is tied with Mus- kingum for sixth place in the UhioHgj
Conference with a record of - seven
Controlling the ball in the last few
victories and three losses.
seconds, Second eked out the
But for the fact that Wooster victory,
dropped its first three games, the
Jack Reitz and Dick Hollingsworth
Scots would be vieing for state and were Second's leading scorers with five
national recoenition. Coach Hole's points each; Ab Hill and Rhoe Ben
cagers have won 11 of their last 12 son paced Seventh with four points
games and are currently boasting a each,
seven game winning streak. The Scots'
A win for Fifth against B fli B Sat
most notable triumph was the
urday will deadlock Second and Fifth
defeat of the Mount Union power- - for the championship and perhaps
house, thus dethroning the Purple -- prM:fa,e . nlavoff.
Raiders from their position as the
The Independents are leading the
leading Ohio College basketball junior League with six straight victor
I ;P
team.
and will undoubtedly defeat Doue,
i
"
happen
couldn
t
In summation, it
3rd poor Saturday to remain unde
j i
to a nicer guy. Coach Mole is tne f
competition.
sportsmanship
embodiment of t h e
Coach Johnny Swigart announces
and leadership which are character that an elimination
tournament will be
istic of all Wooster's sons and daugh
held for two weeks, including all teams
ters. Let's show him that we appre of the Kenarden and Junior Leagues.
ciate the travail and travels he has Two losses by any
team will. eliminate
, ...
.
..
p
endured to give the College of Woos
play
trom
in the tourna
further
it
ter a sportsmanlike, hustling, win- ment..
ning basketball team.
The four most outstanding teams
will be seeded.

51-3-

..

..

3.

I
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Now

J.--J

47-1-

uua,
13--

11
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Large Film Supply
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16-1- 5

8--

8--

'45-'4-

'44-'4- 5

6.

half-tim-

6

Snyder Studio

53-4- 8

e,

15-- 9

'46-'4- 7

53-5-

1

0,

16-1- 5

Woostor Theatre
T.

1

Gene Autry in

.
!

"Sioux City Sue"
Also

Robert Cummings

i

in

"The Chase"

CO

53-5- 0

....

.

,

.

.

.

t

,

V

-

SUN.-WE-

rsf

D.

Bing Crosby

and
Fred Astaire
in

"Blue Skies"

FAMOUS QUALITY

ARGYIE SWEATER

.47

m JAR OP

.

$5.95

Quiz Kid Corner

Question: What is the longest consecutive game winning streak a Woos
ter basketball team, coached by Mose
'

'Hole, has registered, and in 'what year
or years did it occur?
To the rear, march.

George Lahm

For Lovely Hands
Lotions

1.00
Peggy Sage
1.00
Lentheric
Yardley Lavender .65'

Creams

Kay Daumit

1.00
.98
Sofskin
Arden Camellia 1.50

DRUGS
MUSKOFF
HOTEL BUILDING

Jeweler

WOOSTER

4 i

There's nothing smarter than gay
argyle plaidl And there's nothing
finer than a
Brentwood sweater for good loots
and long wear. In the popular
sleeveless style that wears well
under a jacket.
famous-for-qual'i-

ty

eppndet tl
C

is5cctt

most
skin

to ceusfercct
cross! yew vftx

cl tZZzt ca

fcrst. td.

b

ANNATSlGroy's Drug Store

-
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First Postwar Hell Veek Mains
IIqw Heights in Fiendish Antics

From start to finish the three days
of pledging Held interest for all. It
was interesting to note that though the
rules said no class cutting is to be induced many were the neophyte that
couldn't quite make their first and second hours Thursday and Friday.

Sixth besides being especially zeal- a
e.
ous in finding objects beyond the
normally required women's unmentionables proved to their to be' members
that rideouts can end in happy parties
for all. It also seems that their men
decided Sunday the
should
Hell
Woo ster's first real post-wa-r
see Babcock from a strictly reclining
Week went off with all the trimming! view.
and a few novel twists to baffle the
Seventh proved heros of the week
Dean's office for extra measure. The
weather
by doing it's best when their men helped fight the Marlows
in temperature and ket Street Grill fire. This action should
to reach new
new heights in strong winds. For rec- not be forgotten when anyone ever
ord the year's coldest was Friday night latms that nothing is gained from a
with a 4 below zero shortly after mid- Hell Week. We wonder what would
have been the results if their scavenger
night
hunt hadn't taken them by there at
A brief review of activities without that time. Besides the fire 7th kept an
names mentioned follows. First Section adequate guard against patrols
at all
worked its men hard from the start but times and
did their best not to be in
ended a day earlier than the other secnocent as far as rivalry goes.
tions after they tarred and feathered
Eights kept the ball rolling with a
their men Friday night. This ageless
ECauke
guard carrying a mortar of Jap
by
Beta tradition was followed
a nice
their
birth,
tall hats to get in the way,
long ride with feet acting for power on
fights
with a molasses complex
pillow
the trip home.
and some men who just couldn't be
Second Section played up to
r
lost for long after the rideout.
tricks with suspended eggs causing
Ninth surprised all of it's hopefuls
much embarrassment for some. They
by getting them to prepare for a tor
also taught their hopefuls that bricks
leading them blind
chamber
can be carried too far at times. Two ture
folded all over Douglass and then
of Znd's pledges swear by the rideout
throwing an informal dance. This was
as a permanent institution after the
one of the few pleasant surprises that
reception they received at a local farm
the week saw. Still laughing are mem
house in the wee hours of the mornbers of another section that stole one
ing. For further details contact any
of Ninth's men and left him holding
member of the section.
two walls for a half hour.
Third concentrated on novel scavThus were the men of Wooster
a
enger hunts. The result and requests
amused tor several days last week.
of this hunt reached to the limits of fiell Week is a fine institution. In fact
anyone's imagination. Their men also it is
a test to see who can stay as near
produced a fine skit in the Union
yet as far from the rules as possible.
Friday evening and a smashing operbrmer Dean John Bruere wrote a
atic attempt later on in lower Kenar-de- fine list of regulations several years be
Any who were in the Union Fri- fore the war. Today men of ingenious
day evening were convinced that their minds are still reading new
and varied
members really had learned how to
meanings into his words. But then as
pray well. Enough said.
some have said and others have prov-
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Set Final
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Prayer Schedule

10:00
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
9:45 Morning Worship
Westminster Chapel
Dr. McLean "Understanding Others"
Calvin Buchanan, presiding
7:00 Forum Discussion
Scott Auditorium
Dr. McLean will lead this discussion on the pre
marital and post marital relations and conflicts
between parents and their children.
Alena Hromadka, presiding
10:00 Informal Dormitory Discussion
.. Douglas Parlor
:
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Robert Anderson, presiding
Informal Dormitory Discussion
Dr. McLean

pre-wa-

7:00

J

Forum'DMcussi6h......

Hoover Parlor

Zjuw.Z Satt Auditorium
.

f

4:30
7:00

.
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Fourth spared the paddle but rubbed en it's only a good rule that's worth
in the molasses at an interesting court violating.
session Saturday night. Thursday night
ANSWER TO
the pledges gave a serenade of songs
they composed just for the occasion
QUIZ KID CORNER
the occasion being the only serenade
Coach Hole's basketball teams of
during the three-dabout between hell- and
won 14 games in a
masters and the weather.
row without losing. The first 12 wins
basketball
Fifth between traditional arguments were obtained in the
the
and
latter
1
season
in
the
two
with Seventh managed to have its own
skeins
Several
of
winning
season.
problems. Not only did they have
have
been
compiled.
games
12
-- pledge
1
quickly
re v o 1 that
y

'39-'4- 0

'40-'4- 1

'39-'4- 0

'40-'4-

irsr

pig the

squelched, but the

history.

.........

The banquet was preceded by for
Alpha Beta Chapter
mal initiation services for the new
Hears Wishart Speak members elected at the beginning of
the second semester. The new mem
Dr. Charles F. Wishart was the bers initiated
at this time were: Nan
guest speaker at the annual banquet cy Jones, Mary Lou McCune, Edgar
of the Alpha Beta chapter of Phi Cheatham, Norma North, Richard
Alpha Theta, National Honorary Poethig, Mary Weygandt, Larry PiHistory Fraternity, which was held in per, Carolyn Geiser, Kathryn Deen,
Jean Eberly Harrington, and JacBabcock Hall last Thursday evening.
queline Theis.
The subject of Dr. Wishart's address
was 'The Fifty Year Debate" and was
the product of considerable study and
research in - the field of American

THE FAMOUS

co-chairm- en

co-chairm- en.

A;,

1.00 to 2.25

Gold, Silver or Stones

Register

r;

police.

NEW EARRINGS

Counter

At any rate, this first national
tournament on the Wooster campus
gives bridge devotees a chance to
In an intercollegiate debate held last show their abilities and keep on their
night at 8 in Scott Auditorium, Har- toes those who wish to claim honors
old McComas and Fred Bowman de- in the game.
feated Loren Koover Staats, Jr. and
Seemen Rose, representatives from
Ohio University,
barren Guthere,
to
chairman of the department of speech
at Western Reserve University judged
the debate which was based on the resolution that labor should be given an
AH students expecting to enroll
equal share in the management of
for the summer semesters are urged
to express their desired schedules in
the trial registration to be held in
Lower
Galpin tomorrow morning
from 8:30 to 12:00. Students are
asked to list the courses in which they
expect
to register in order that their
Group
needs may be better anticipated. The
Rev. Lloyd Gressle, rector of St.
purpose of this trial registration is
James Episcopal Church in Wooster to discover what courses should be inwill speak on the Week of Prayer cluded
in the summer catalog. Wherwhen he speaks to the Freshman ever the demand for
a course seems
Forum group in the Music Room on sufficient, it will appear in the sumSunday. All new freshrrfen are ex- mer schedule.
tended a special invitation.
Registration began this afternoon
Last Sunday Dr.' John Williams
1 :00 , and
will be concluded at
spoke to the group on the subject at
12:00 tomorrow noon. The summer
"What is A Christian." Dr. Williams
school will be under the supervision,
is from the (First Presbyterian Church
of Dr. W. L. Sharp, head of the
of Wooster.
psychology department.
Election of officers for the spring
semester concluded- - the gathering.
Dick Cave was elected president, assisted by Jo Jarrell as secretary-treasureFlo Jackman and Ken Hart as
publicity
and Jeanne
Criswell and Tom Bousman as social
"CLASSIC" 419X

Rev. Gressle to' Speak
To Frosh Forum

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20
9:45 Morning Worship
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THE GIFT CORNER

Chit-Cha-t

FROM

Public Square

Froodlahdors

--

"If winter comes, can spring be far
behind?" Notice quotes. The sus
pension was killing me or what hap
pened to last week's three words?

IMAM

ORIGINAL

, DESIGN

won't plagar , I mean plague you
anymore.
Back to the weather and wipe that
frozen smile off your face. I thawed
it was getting warmer this week.
This heated discussion leads me to
say that spring is a few weeks off,
too few. Nevertheless,, you'll find, as
if you didn't know, that the college
golf course has many uses. One of
which, believe it or not, is golf. That
means golf clubs with that bag!
Freedlanders have them, the per
feet thing for the spring splurge k
I
Why not place a deposit on your
pick and you'll be pleased to procure w
what you prefer. Mr. Tatch will show
you right or left handed clubs with
steel tapered shafts. They also sport
laminated heads and non-slilike VV
you're -- tar and feathered
leather
grips. The irons sell for S6 and the
woods for $10.
You'll want golf balls that'll look
good in any sand pit. There are
Wilson's and Tommy Armour's for
bouncing boys. Of course, a golf
bag is an absolute necessity for pack
wg the purchase. They're as sturdy
as 200, lb. pig in all leather, can--.
vas and leather, and the new plas
tie bags.
Well birdies, let me twist your
dog leg and come spring, you'll be
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prepared.
Buy now

for later,

Gray's Drug Store

Livy DePastina
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Whole Spring Line

HON BREAKABLE
Set of six tumblers In an assorted se- ,ectlon of gorgeous pastel colors,
Classes are not only decorative but
.have a variety of use! -

I
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Sat. For Summer School

Dr. McLean will lead the discussion on the prob'
lem of choosing a career and of discovering one's
'
role in society.
Informal Discussion
Holden Parlor
:.
Dr. McLean

Westminster Chapel
Dr. McLean "Building a Better World"
Dr. Aileen Dunham, presiding
Informal Dormitory Discussion ............ Babcock Parlor
Dr. McLean
'.
Communion Service
Westminster Chapel
Rev. C. John L. Bates
Dr. McLean, meditation

The scores of these eight in the
second round will be used by the
National Committee to determine
eligibility for the finals to be played
in Chicago. Larry Cotton set up the
hands for the second round, played
on Wednesday in Lower Babcock.
If the scores permit, Wooster may
have a chance to capture the cup for
the expert student player of the coun
try.

Students

-

10:00

The Big Four goal this year is
$5000 and so far they have collected
only a little over 2300. Students who
have not filled out pledges are invited to contribute even a small sum
to help Big Four realize their goal.
0
Big Four Retreat
The annual Big Four Retreat is
to be held in the First Presbyterian
Church on Saturday, February 13,
1947 from 8:30 to 5:00.

In-tercolle-

Wooster Wins Debate

'
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
9:45 Morning Worship
Westminster Chapel
Dr. McLean "Finding My Place in the World"

4:40

Earlier in the year, the student
body was divided into groups with a
chief and several assistants to solicit funds from
particular
groups. Students not yet contacted,
may drop contribution envelopes in
the Student Senate Suggestion Box in
Center Kauke. Envelopes may be obtained from Frank Condit or any
group soliciters.

afternoon
Saturday
found the
bridge enthusiasts of Wooster campus carefully 'counting the honor
points and squeezing out the trumps
at the tournament in Lower Babcock.
This first round of the National
Duplicate Bridge Tournament determined the eight top players. Thirty-fou- r
participants joined
in the contest. Ken Nouse and Mel
Swam, and Guy Ewing and Bob
White captured the ' top honors for
the two respective teams, according
to Larry Cotton who scored the tournament. Second place distinction goes
to Ted Fenton and Bill Boyer, and
Johnny Kovach and George Koch.

their

,

4:30
7:00

Big-- 4

At the Big Four meeting last Monday, plans for time and method of
pledge collections were formulated.
It was decided that the collection period remain open from now until the
end of the semester and that no spe
cial time be designated.

Westminster Chapel
Dr. McLean "Achieving Inner Security"
Florence Mason, presiding '
Meeting for Discussion Leaders .
..... Babcock Parlor
Forum Discussion
... Scott Auditorium
Dr. McLean will lead this discussion on the con'
' flict
between egocentric arid adult behavior, the
need for inner peace and a sense of authority
common to us all.
Anne Taylor, presiding
Informal Dormitory Discussion
...... Kenarden Hall
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17
9:45, Morning Worship .J.Z

co-operat- ed
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16
9:45 Morning Worship
Westminster Chapel
Rev. C. John L Bates
4:00 Girls' Chorus Concert ..;... First Presbyterian Church
Annual Sacred Concert
Scott Auditorium
7:00 ' Sunday Evening Forum

decided it would resist efforts to leave
(Cenarden for more ptgly haunts.

Hell-mast-

'1'

T7cs!r cl

By ROBERT TAYLOR
Hie Nazi flag no longer is flying from the greased pole in front of
Douglass. It came down sometime Tuesday night "by unknown means.
With its fall the visual marks qf the recent Hell Week are at an end.
There is still the debris in front of Fifth Section but the snow has
sadly dampened any effect that might have had on the local scene.
Though the visual marks are gone and the moot question as to how
the flag left tht pole is unanswered, in
the minds and bodies of the recent helped them catch became a catchy
pledges are events that shall live a problem as all 230 lbs. of the animal
memorable lifetime.
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Friday, February 14, 1947

Fashion. Center, Second Floor
1

treat the

soft clastic shirt to Ida

41tt h the
perfect classic Simplicity and car '
rectnestof line plus the ROSEWOOD
FABRIC mokes ft spirited and versatile. Because time brings it ever
widening recefnitlen, 4ltX Is
precision fitted skirt,

AMERICA'S

CASUAL

STANDBY.

Tailored to the simple classic lines
tor wale Debby U b losbba
foiMVfla
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